Scorecard operating procedures
How to print reports
Scorecard includes multiple reports of use during and after a contest to set up the teams, judges and the
contest as well as to get the final results or diagnose problems. The homepage for Scorecard has a small
window at the bottom where reports are accessed.

To access a report, the REP only needs to click the down arrow to
see the full list of available reports, choose the one they want and
then click on the

button.

Reports with (*) following the name allow for sorting of the data
to be printed by selecting the sort category from the four choices
below the selection window.
All reports chosen will create a new TAB in the Chrome browser
to enable the REP to preview the results before printing.

Actual printing takes place by using the mouse and clicking the right button to invoke the normal
Windows print dialog.
Judge Listing report is a simple list of judge names in alphabetical order with table assignments and
table captain assignments shown. This report is normally submitted to the Secretary with the final
contest folder.
Team Check-In (*) report is used for calling the roll at the cook team meeting to verify which teams are
present for the competition and will be competing in all four categories. This report show space
assignments (if used by the organizer), head cook, address and check boxes for meat inspection and roll
call. The meat inspection boxes are normally not used since we are currently using a separate form that
requires team signatures. This report may be sorted by team name or space number.
Judge Check-In report is used to annotate when judges initially arrive to support the contest and is also
used for roll call during the judges meeting. In includes preliminary table assignments and table captain
assignments.
Team Listing (*) report is a simple listing of the teams by alphabetical order or by space number.
Judges By Table # report shows all table assignments sorted by table number and which judges are
assigned table captain duties.
Contest Results report is a major report used by the REPS and contains a lot of valuable information.
Most obvious is the final scoring reports for each meat category and for the overall contest results.
These are printed after all scores have been entered and verified by the REPS. Just select the check
box for the desired report, scroll down to the bottom of the page, select “Print Scores” and
Scorecard will open a new TAB with that report.
Cover sheets for the team score packets are also printed from the Contest Result selection. The
cover sheets are configured using pre-printed card stock with the FBA logo and the content from
Scorecard for each team plus the event details and the REP names are formatted to print on these
cover sheets.
In the middle of the Contest Results page you will find the entry box numbers that have not been
scored. At the beginning of the contest, all box numbers for each category will be shown. As scores
are entered for each box, it is removed from the list. After all scores are entered, if any box number
remains in this part of the page, it is because the entry was either not submitted for judging or had
not been scored by the minimum of judges. This area provides a quick check to verify that all entries
have been submitted or to verify which entries were not submitted after scoring has been
completed for each category.
The next two areas of the Contest Results page are very important to the REPS and are process
checks used to verify if all score cards have been properly processed after judging. The first process
check relates to a problem encountered in Scorecard where duplicate cards were created during
score entry. This area will show when scores are being entered but only until all 6 judge’s cards for a
table are entered. That is because card numbers are zero(0) until entered and are duplicates. This

is a convenient way to monitor score entry by other REPS in real-time. The duplicate card problem
is resolved now in Scorecard so this area is only used now to monitor score entries.
The second process check relates to the requirement that all boxes must be judged by a minimum of
6 judges. There is still an unresolved flaw in the Scorecard program that causes a judge’s card to be
rejected by the program even though it appears to enter correctly. After all cards are entered, this
area must be checked to see if any cards have not been fully entered, resulting in an error message
showing that a box has not been scored by 6 judges. Recovery from this error is discussed later in
the document. If all judge’s cards are accepted by the software, then this process check will show
“All Boxes Judged by 6” for each category and the scoring is correct and complete.
Contest Team Comment Cards report is printed at the completion of the contest after all scores have
been entered and verified. This report will include all judges’ comments captured from the score cards
during score entry for each team, one page for each team. These comment sheets are collated behind
the cover sheet and before the final score report for each team.
Control Numbers (*) report is used exclusively by the REPS during the contest and is NOT TO BE SHOWN
TO ANYONE other than a REP during the contest and is not to be distributed to anyone after the contest
to avoid compromising the double-blind nature of FBA judging. This report contains the random
numbers assigned to each team and which is shown on each of their entry boxes after the team labels
are swapped before judging. This number on each box enables a linkage from the blind scoring process
back to the actual team name. It is used during the contest to identify teams when a box is disqualified
and may be used to reverse engineer a scoring problem after the contest. A copy of this report needs to
be readily accessible to the LEAD REP during each contest and is normally kept in a closed binder at the
turn-in table during turn-in and in the REP office at all other times.
Judge XREF Listing report is similar to the team control number report. Each judge’s card is assigned a
unique number by the Scorecard program. That number is used during score entry to connect the
scores to the actual judge. When the final score reports are generated, to protect the double blind
scoring process, it is not possible to print these unique judge numbers on the report. This would reveal
the identity of the actual judge doing the scoring. Therefore, the Scorecard program generates a cross
reference (XREF) number for each judge and assigns the unique numbers for the score cards associated
with that judge to this XREF number. This enables a judge number to be printed on the final score
report so teams can compare judge scoring patterns without knowing the true identity of the actual
judge. This report is useful to the REP for reconstructing a possible scoring error or reverse engineering
the scoring of a particular judge from the final score report after the contest is completed. This report is
NOT TO BE SHOWN TO ANYONE other than a REP during the contest and is not to be distributed to
anyone after the contest to avoid compromising the double-blind nature of FBA judging.

Print and Reprint Labels
Scorecard includes the ability to print labels and reprint individual labels for multiple purposes during a
contest.
The first set of labels to be printed during a contest is the Team Box labels. This is done after the final
team list is completed, indicating all the teams that will potentially be competing in the contest. If some
teams are planned but have not arrived, it is best to include them in the team list even if they do not

eventually compete because it is easier to exclude a team than to add a team after printing labels and all
the associated reports.

Select the Label Printing Icon to begin printing labels. The next screen provides a choice of printing an
original set of labels or re-printing specific labels. When you select Print Labels, the following screen
gives you a choice of what labels to print:

Team labels are used on the team turn-in boxes and can be sorted by Space Number or Registration
Number. This is an important decision because it can dictate how the Turn-In Labels should be printed
to avoid a mismatch in label sequencing. If the organizer has provided a good set of site numbers for
the team locations, it is preferable to use this sort for both the team labels and the turn-in labels. The
site numbers will appear along with the team name on each label for the team boxes. When each box is
turned in the person swapping labels would use that number to find the corresponding turn-in label to
replace the team label. If the labels are not sorted using the same method, then the label swapping
process becomes significantly more difficult and slows the entire process while being more prone to
causing errors.
If site numbers are not provided by the organizer, a convenient method for handling the label printing
and swapping is to assign site numbers to an alphabetized list of teams (1-x). This effectively
synchronizes the site numbers to the alphabetical names, making it much easier to find corresponding
box labels during the swap procedure.
Once the team labels are printed, the Turn-In labels should be printed using the same sort approach for
all meat categories. These labels should be placed in the Lead REP’s event folder until used during the
label swap process and should never be left un-attended or accessible to anyone other than the REPS to
avoid compromising the double-blind judging process.
After the judges have all checked-in, the judge’s meeting has been completed and any adjustments have
been made to table assignments, the Judge Labels for all meat categories can be printed. These labels
have the judges name and unique score card number associated with that judge on the label and are
placed onto each score card just prior to beginning the turn-in and judging process.
If the REP chooses to RePrint labels, the following options are presented:

Choosing to reprint a team, judge or turn-in label provides the option of selecting one or more unique
labels to be printed from a provided list based on team or judges name. A new tab is generated when
the labels are printed in order to review the results prior to actual printing (which uses the normal
Windows print dialog). Reprinting labels does not occur often but can be needed when a box is lost /
destroyed prior to turn-in or a judge card is lost / damaged prior to judging. It is also needed when a
change in judge’s tables or assignments could occur after judging has begun.

Check Box Scores

The Scorecard software program provides for several ways to investigate score entry problems or for
verification of scoring data. When there is a question regarding scores that have already been entered,
the contest REP can click the Box Check icon on the Scorecard homepage.

This will bring up a display of all entry boxes for each category, the table number where the box was
judged and the judges’ card numbers already entered for each box.

This is a quick verification that each box has been judged by at least 6 judges. If it has not been judged
by 6 judges, a zero (0) will appear under the J1 – J6 column where no scores have been entered. In the
current Scorecard program, there is an occasional error where a card did not get saved into the
database even though it was manually entered by the contest REPS. This is identified in the Contest
Result Report display when it shows a box has not been judged by 6 judges. The corrective action is to
open the Box Check screen, scroll down to the desired meat category and then examine the row of the
specific box number in question. It should show one or more zeroes (0) in the J1-J6 columns.
Comparing the physical judges cards with the cards listed for that box will determine which card(s) did
not get entered correctly by the software. Simply re-enter those cards to resolve the problem.
An additional capability accessed from the Box Check display is the ability to edit a specific box’s scores
entered for each specific judge. In this display it is possible to see all of the scores for a specific entry
box and the judge XREF number. The XREF number can be used to identify the specific judge who
awarded the scores on each line of the display by referring to the XREF table and the meat category in
the row of the chosen XREF number. Corrections can be made on this display to actual scores shown in
boxes or comments provided by the judge. When corrections are entered, the Contest REP then selects
the update button on the right for the row that was updated. DO NOT EDIT THE XREF field on this
display. It is computer generated and should never be modified by the Contest REP.

Edit Scores
An additional method for editing scores for contest entries is to select Edit Scores on the Scorecard
Home page.

When Edit Scores is selected, the display provides an entry box where a specific judge card number can
be entered. With this single judge card number, the software will retrieve all the scores entered for that
scorecard and display them on the next screen.

Unlike the display presented when using the Box Check function, this edit screen is better suited to
verify a single judge card against what has been accepted in the Scorecard program. If an error is
detected in the score values, selecting the Edit field on the left of the desired row will enable the single
line edit for that box entry.

An important capability accessed via the Edit Scores function is the ability to delete an entire scorecard
entry for a given judge. This capability is useful when a duplicate scorecard is reported by the Scorecard
program on the Contest Results page. When a duplicate score has been reported, the recommended
procedure is to select Edit Scores, enter the judge’s card number, delete the entire card and then select
Delete Entire Card a second time even though the display will show no card data present. This will
enable the entire card to be re-loaded and eliminate the duplication error.

Trace Judges Card Number to XREF Number on Score Packet
As discussed earlier under the Reports section, there is a unique number associated with each judge that
is designed to protect the double blind nature of FBA scoring. Since the final score packet is designed to
enable teams to see which judges scored their entries, it is essential that the judge ID shown is not a
direct link to the judges list where a team could determine the true identity of the judge.
Judge card numbers are directly linked to each judge by name, one for each category. To produce a
pseudo ID for the judges that represents all four meat categories judged, an XREF number is created by
the software and linked to the individual judge card numbers assigned to a specific judge.
Accessing the XREF table enables the Contest REP to reverse calculate the true identity of a judge from
the score packet back to through the actual judge scorecard ID number and then back to the judge’s
name. In the example XREF table below, the Contest REP can look up the XREF number shown on the
score packet, search through this listing and find the actual judge’s name on the left side. Then the
actual judge scorecard ID’s can be used to retrieve the physical scorecards submitted by that judge
during the contest. This is useful when a question arises regarding how a specific judge scored specific
entries.

Following is a specific example of how to trace from a score report back to a specific judge:

In the above report, All American BBQ wants to know how a judge could have scored their chicken a 6
for taste when other judges scored 8 or higher. The Contest REP will not divulge the identity of the
judge but may want to investigate who that judge is and make a report to the Judges Committee or REP
Committee. From the score packet, the contest REP would select the judge # 441 (which is the XREF
number). Then on the XREF listing they would search for that XREF number to find the judge’s name
and judge card ID # of their score submissions.

The XREF listing shows John Aboud as the judge with XREF number 441 and his four scorecard ID #’s
(942, 385, 391, 608). Since the score in question related to chicken, the ID# 942 is of interest. Using the
Edit Score function, the Contest REP would enter 942 for the judge’s card and get a display of all scores
for chicken submitted by John Aboud. And from the results shown below, it is clear that John was
scoring normally for all other entries but low for this one entry, most likely due to a truly undesirable
flavor, deserving the low score.

To further confirm the merit of this low score, using the Edit Scores function and selecting the EDIT
button on the right beside box 862, would yield the following screen with comments that the entry was
“bland & mushy”:

